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Time is essential for decarbonisation strategies
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– 36%
compared to 2005

– 80% to – 95%
compared to 2005

Each year of delay 
depletes the carbon 
budget

Effective policies for 
supporting low carbon 
technologies are well 
known

Understand time lags 
between policy actions 
and their actual impact 
on the market



Time is unspecified in current transformation research3

No scaling of the time axis

Incumbent regimes 
slow market entry

Delay incurs 
substantial social and 
ecological costs

Delay limits the room 
for manoeuvre in the 
coming years



Market diffusion of electric and hybrid vehicles4
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Impact lag5
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policies
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Policy formulation

Decision making

Kingdon 1984, Lenton & Allsop 2010, Howlett et al. 2016
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Connecting policy and market events6

Determining turning points:
1st order derivative exceeds general 
market growth

Determining (sequences of) outliers:
Observations with low probability if 
curve is assumed correct

Policy vector: Document analysis, interviews with key informants

Technology diffusion vector: Fitting growth curves to market statistics

Establishing a timeline of events

Identifying critical junctures in the 
policy narrative

Niedertscheider et al. 2018, Rogers 2003



New registrated electric cars: observed market statistics7

Statistics Austria, Vehicle stock.



New registrated electric cars: growth curves8
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PV installations: observed market statistics9

E-Control Ökostrombericht 2003-2016



New PV OeMAG installations: growth curves10

2006 2015

Installations submitted 
before feed-in tariff 
was discontinued

Level-off in system 
price decrease

PV 
installa-
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Application to policy design, implementation & evaluation

Reconstruct policy vectors
Chain of policy events
Policy stringency vectors, e.g. tax rates

Determine significant deviations from the
basic s-shape in market statistics

Fitting growth curves
Pinpointing critical shifts with experts

Reference events between both vectors
Identify the time of market acceleration
Identify pull-forward effects
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Caveats and open questions

Temporal sequence ≠ mono-causality

Socio-economic trends obscure gradual 
policy impacts on technology diffusion
vectors

Short time series and sampling error in 
available market statistics
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